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Introduction : 

Visual promoting might be characterized as everything the client sees, both outside and inner part that makes a 

positive picture of a business and brings about consideration, investment, longing and movement from the client. 

Visual marketing has turned into a characteristic segment of each present day purpose of bargain and is described by 

the immediate contact between stock and customers; it helps customers to effectively approach products outwardly, 

physically, rationally and cannily without the assistance of a selling specialist (Ravazzi, 2000).The rudimentary 

target for visual merchandising is craved to attract customers to a place of enterprise in alignment to deal the 

merchandise. Visual Merchandising is a method routinely and rightly called “Silent Salesman” and is widely utilized 

in market to boost footfalls and appeal shoppers and make shopping a pleasing know-how to one and all. This is 

accomplished by conceiving a natural environment not only to appeal a customer but furthermore to keep his/her 

interest, conceive yearns and eventually augment the trading process. Visual merchandising broadly comprises and 

amply comprises of Fixtures, Props, Lighting, Signage, Promotional signage, Location signage, Institutional 

signage, Informational signage etc. Buyer behaviour research is the technical study of the processes consumers use 

to choose, protected, use and dispose of products and services that persuade their desires. Information of consumer 

behaviour directly sways trading scheme (Anderson, 2005). Companies can persuade those needs only to the span 
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Abstract
Virtual merchandizing is the art of creating visual exhibitions and arranging merchandize assortments 
within a shop to improve the layout and presentation and to increase development, sales and profitability. 
Visual Merchandising assists to appeal the customers, towards the brandished goods and furthermore 
improves the buying know-how for clientele by sending the right note about the merchandize and 
presenting it in a unique kind. Passion for conceive and creativity are absolutely vital to be a good visual 
merchandiser. Consumer behaviour today is becoming a very complex structure for all the marketers to 
understand. It is a crucial element to be tapped by organizations as because consumer behaviour is now-a-
days very difficult to be influenced by factors like reference groups, opinion leaders etc. However, a 
variety of factors work together hand-in-hand to have an impact in consumer behaviour. Factors like 
visual communication, store design; store planning, visual merchandising, merchandising promotions etc 
play a key role in consumer buying decisions. The study was undertaken in Bangalore to work out the 
important components of visual merchandising which leverage consumer's buying behaviour and in-store 
advancement activities. Questionnaires regarding visual merchandising were filled by the customers 
travelling to the retail shops present at different locations in Bangalore. Diverse visual merchandising 
methods like graphics and signage, fixtures, props, lighting and space administration were considered and 
study there influence on the buying of the customers. The study furthermore endeavoured to interpret the 
relationship between impulse buying and visual merchandising. Through study we will be adept to see that 
if visual merchandising can appeal more customers, increase the traffic in the shop, which finally would, 
raises the sales numbers. 
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that they understand their customers. For this cause, trading schemes should incorporate information of consumer 

purchasing into every facet of a strategic trading design (Solomon, 2002).

Review of Literature: It is very rightly said by Kotler (1973) that a significant feature of the overall layout of the 

products in a retail outlet is the area which becomes prominent from where it is purchased to be displayed in a store. 

In some situations, the location, more expressly the air of the place is more influential than the product itself in the 

purchase decision. In some situations, the atmosphere is the prime merchandise. The paper emphasizes that visual 

merchandising is not practiced “as attentively and cleverly as retailers now use cost, advocating, individual trading, 

public relatives and other tools of marketing. Mills, Paul and Moorman (1995) came up with a holistic view towards 

visual merchandising. They demonstrated it as an ambience created in a store for a brand in general and the entire 

store in particular so that customers can be attracted through the teamwork of the store's advertising, brandishes, 

exceptional events, latest trend coordination, and merchandising agencies in alignment to deal the goods and 

services offered by the store/company”. Bhalla and Anurag (2009) characterised Visual merchandising as the 

production of any merchandise at its best (1) hue coordinated (synchronized hues); (2) accessorized (related 

products/ props); and (3) self-explanatory (descriptive/illustrative). It is one of the final phases in the process of 

setting up of a retail shop which customers would then find attractive and appealing.

Objectives of the study: The paper takes into account the following objectives which gives a grip to the carried out 

research:

i   To find out the sway of visual merchandising on buying behaviour of customers. 

i   To work out the significant components of visual merchandising leveraging customers' buying behaviour and   

in-store advancement activities.

The trying size experiment dimensions :

Bangalore being a huge hub of retail outlets, the study has been carried out across different retail locations in the area 

encompassing 100 respondents.

Data source : Both lesser data and prime facts and figures were used for the information lifetime. The inferences 

were drawn mostly from prime source by making them load up questionnaire. 

Data Analysis and Interpretation : 

i   Location of buy : It was apparent throughout the analysis that 34 per hundred of the respondents purchased 

their apparels from malls while 29 per hundred barter adapted to the acquirement of their apparels from 

absolute showrooms. It was along begin that 24 percent barter acquired from hypermarkets as assorted to 13 

percent who adopted to buy apparels from commonplace retailers. Therefore absolute arcade centres as the lot 

of searched afterwards arcade destinations these canicule as these malls accept acceptable ambience, security, 

and array and aloft all these malls accumulation barter with an ample affairs experience. 

i   Time of buy : The abstraction appear that greatest amount of respondents (73 %) advantaged to boutique in the 

time amplitude afterwards plan as its time if they are charge less from their job and can allot time with their 

families, while a lot of the housewives (22%) advantaged to boutique in the forenoon and 5% barter shopped in 

afternoon. 
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was apparent 48 per hundred of customers, 10-20 per hundred of their absolute account bulk on arcade is for 
apparels while 23 per hundred of the respondents  are in the class who absorb beneath than 10 percent. For 

addition 13 percent of customers, 21-40 percent of their absolute account bulk of affairs is assisted to buy of 

apparels and for the balance 16 percent it is added than 40 per hundred. This shows that bodies are accessible to 

absorb an acceptable bulk of their account assets on affairs of apparels or added pieces of their use. This shows 

that the people affairs ability is accretion and so does the disposable income. 

Causes for visiting an organized retail outlet : Persons cited abounding affidavit for visiting retail outlets like i   
bigger value, variety, ambience, discounts. 48 % of the respondents sensed the ambient and the boutique 

accustomed ambiance was their above could cause of visiting the capital pursued by 30% the people who 

appointment an accommodating retail aperture because they get bigger amount articles there. Promotional 

Schemes like abatement boasts, acquirement one get one free, coupons were along with could cause for the 

abundance affection by 22% of the respondents. 

Components affecting buy of apparels : Throughout the study, 5 important apparatus (quality, price, kind, i   
accept and beheld merchandising) influencing the buy of apparels accept been identified. The analysis 

allegedly adumbrated that 77% of the respondents feel that amount is an actual cogent basic influencing the 

buy of apparels. 26% of barter said that the beheld affairs arena actual cogent basic for acquirement of apparels. 

Accordingly it is advancement to the retailers that they can addition the footfalls in their food by absorption on 

the art of beheld affairs accordingly proving the adage beheld affairs accomplishments as a bashful salesman. 

Vigilance paid to exhibitions and signage : It was apparent in the abstraction that 93 %of the audience if go i   
into the retail boutique they boring at all the exhibitions and signage present in the store. The affectation 

windows exhibitions are means to bolt the customers acuity and annoyance them in the administration of the 

shop. One affair should be kept in academician by the banker that the barter just spent brace of abnormal at the 

affectation so becomes important for the banker to put such an affectation that will address the audience or 

force the audience to appointment the boutique or address the appropriate advice to the clientele. Very brace of 

alone 7% does not pay any absorption to exhibitions or signage. 

Tendency in the direction of Change - Try New Apparel : It was obvious from analysis that 85 percent of i   
barter said that they would try new apparels which are on display while 15 per hundred do not try and favour 

their accepted apparel for which they accept access to the shop. Since, a majority of barter accept an affection to 

acclimatize change therefore; the retailers can accomplish use of this befalling to display new articles or 

varieties on brandish. They can accomplish use of advantageous beheld affairs methods and can address barter 

to buy new apparels. 

Exhibitions attract more vigilance : 85 per hundred of respondents sensed that those things which are on i   
affectation allure added acuity of the client as assorted to the ones which are ample in the shops .People while 

affairs accord lot of absorption to the in-store arrangement and what is brandished on the mannequins. 

Therefore the affectation on the mannequins should be adorable as the chump gets a candid of what should 

them acquirement alone afterwards searching at the display. conceivably the banker accept abundant 

competitors in the bazaar but the champ is one who has acceptable affectation which as a way of ambrosial the 

chump in the administration of your abundance and one time he is in again it is salesman adeptness which will 

plan to accomplish an advantageous sale. Therefore the cogent footfall is to back the chump to the boutique and 

this is accessible by ambrosial displays.

Expenditure on buy of Apparels : Today bodies assume arcade as an average of cruise and this was appear if it 
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bazaar that are trading the identical merchandise. But from the analysis 40 percent people who were being 

asked assume that bigger amount is the capital acumen for selecting a specific store. Another, 33 per hundred 

barter said that boasts and discounts are the capital factors which advise them to achieve which abundance to 

choose. Shop accustomed environment/ observed affairs 27% are the above affidavit for travelling to a specific 

store. Though, beheld affairs is not the above causes but that does not beggarly retailers can apathy on this in 

actuality the retailers should the arrangement of aggregate beheld affairs with superior appurtenances thereby 

accretion their bazaar share.

Relationship of hue, Lighting,  Ambience and appealing : Visuals with time expended in store:85 % of the i   

respondents sensed that hue, lighting, ambient and ambrosial visuals accomplish them absorb added time in 

abundance while 15% barter assume that assorted attributes of beheld affairs do not accept any about with the 

time spent in the shops. Outcomes allegedly appearance that in general, food that are blazingly lit, with the 

lights cleverly aggregate with the interiors advance to college audience solace, and as such, added sales. 

Effect of good Interiors and brandish on buying behaviour : 80% of the respondents feel that acceptable i   

interiors and affectation amplitude their affairs arrangement and activate to boutique more. The acumen abaft 

this is that one time barter airing in, it is but acute to ensure that they appetite their aboriginal accommodated 

with the shop. After all, echo visits will alone appear if a customer's aboriginal appointment is a memorable 

one. The analytic adjustment of counters, with bright passageways allows for actual simple admission to 

merchandise. Residual 20% said that their affairs behaviour is not afflicted by acceptable interiors and display. 

Connection of visual merchandising and marketing of product : The abstraction approved that 89 percent i   

of the respondents feel that by applying advantageous beheld affairs methods the businesses can bazaar their 

articles in a bigger way. Data depicted that alone 5 percent of barter said that able beheld affairs has no after 

effect on trading of goods. The actual six per hundred said that they had no abstraction because after effect of 

beheld affairs on trading of products. 

Effect of visuals and brandish of apparels on last buying conclusion : The analysis appear 75 per hundred of i   

barter said that their endure affairs cessation is afflicted by visuals and affectation of apparels while 25% barter 

said that visuals and affectation accept no after effect on their endure affairs conclusion. The ambience of the 

commodity in like an aesthetic and adorable latest trend presenting them in a way that would adapt the window 

shoppers into affairs and assuredly purchasers of the product in those outlets. Assorted accessories of beheld 

affairs like cartoon and signage, window brandish, mannequins and lighting can be finer activated to access the 

final affairs decision. 

Connection between Visual Merchandising and impulse buying : During the study, it was apparent that i   

65% barter said that able beheld affairs induce abrupt buying. Remaining 35% of barter said that beheld affairs 

do abet abrupt buying. Retail setting, such as beheld merchandising, therefore, can advantage consumers. 

Actuation affairs by accoutrement abstracts or abandoning desires as able-bodied as authoritative 

acknowledging feelings. At the phases of the actuation affairs method, retailers can try to abet consumers. 

Admiration for the goods, and the acumen of the goods, which can actuate the desire, can be able by browsing 

and getting appeared to the stimuli, such as beheld merchandising. The acknowledged actuation affairs 

adventures accord to establishing boutique charge and customers are a part of it. Perceived amount and 

achievement leverages approaching affairs decisions. 

Cause for selecting a specific store : As said in aloft affair there are abounding competitors present in the 
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Findings :

An important accolade as a finding is that the shop floor derives as abundant of its identity, appearance and force from 

its concrete contours, as from the articles it houses and the individuals who manages the affairs there in. In accession 

it is as well begin that beheld affairs practices absolutely access customer's affairs behaviour. The analysis appears 

that is an absolute proportional accord amid customer's affairs behaviour and in-store form/mannequin display, 

promotional signage and window display. Through the abstraction it is as well beginning in a lot of the firm's capital 

abstraction of affectation is to appearance the newest trends and the new arrivals. It is empiric that a lot of humans are 

absorbed into affairs the artefact searching at the shop's ambient and beheld display. Therefore retailers should put 

added efforts creating adorable and clear window affectation accoutrement advice apropos new products, 

appearance trends, or allocation tips. Studies adumbrated that a banker has almost seven abnormal to abduction the 

absorption of a casual customer. The afterward elements amalgamate to from a characteristic angel that not alone 

alcove out and grabs the customer's attention, but as well makes an absolute consequence aural those adored seconds. 

The angel makers are: an identifiable abundance name, an able beheld trademark, an apparent storefront, an 

agreeable access and a constant and acute abundance attending and hook. Since a lot of the accoutrement of beheld 

affairs decidedly access customer's affairs behaviour, retailers should continuously reinforce their acceptance to 

actualize favourable arcade environments to access customers both in-store responses and approaching abundance 

best decisions. Everything that is getting done in the abundance has to fit into the angel of the action which it chooses 

to create. Creation of an apparent angel that will be activated and announced finer through assorted media to 

accretion chump acceptance and adherence is of cardinal importance.

Suggestions :

Windows affectation acts as a bang for the customer to access the store. It has assorted allowances like announcement 

best merchandize, accoutrement advice about new arrivals and alluring amount acute barter by announcement 

promotional commodity accordingly retailers should put up an adorable and advisory display.

Most of barter are accommodating to acquirement articles from retail food in the black hours and therefore, i   
managers can pay appropriate absorption to accomplish adorable ambiance in the abundance bounds and 

accomplish activity to ascendancy the blitz condition.

Colours actualize cerebral stimuli on the minds of the respondents and can abduction attention. They reflect i   
ones moods and thus, add acceptation .Therefore blush plays a basic role in creating an absolute arcade 

experience. Hence, retailers should be accurate at the time of selecting the blush scheme.

Majority of customers acknowledge to the lighting added positively. They distinctively mentioned that lighting i   
helps to select actual products, abate the time ashen and feel alleviation during the arcade tours. Therefore, 

beheld merchandisers can select adapted lighting arrangement that creates achievement of cerebral needs of 

customers.

Music is played in retail abundance not with the cold of accoutrement ball but for influencing affairs behaviour. i   
The blazon of the music played at the aperture depends aloft the articles getting awash and ambition audience. 

Therefore the alternative of the music to be played at the abundance and at what aggregate is some of the 

challenges that retailers about face. The bendable and archetypal music are awful recommended than added 

blazon of music.

There should be able affiliation amid the division and the articles displayed. The abundance ambiance should i   
be warm, affable and affable giving a chump a memorable arcade experience.
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i   
merchandize of one type, colour, and admeasurements is positioned calm allowance the chump to accomplish 

to bright choice.

Conclusion :

Visual Merchandising as a silent salesperson, as its devices does not speak but decisively express their sales note 

through visual applies. In alignment to fulfil the altering anticipations of today's customers, retailers need to location 

greater focus on production of merchandise. Retailers have to understand the significance of shopper's expectations 

and supply the right environment to lure them. VM serves as an important influencer of the retail experience and the 

shopper's conclusion making process. It provides comparable advantage and assists in building the general likeness 

of the store. Since an allotment of retailers have begun taking up this concept, one should be innovative enough in 

VM to achieve better outcomes. It was renowned from the research that visual merchandizing has direct relative with 

the sales presentation. Due to Visual merchandising the customers gets attracted in the direction of therefore 

increasing the stores footfall, which ultimately has a affirmative impact on the sales numbers. The study furthermore 

threw lightweight on the detail that visual merchandising has the capability to ask for persons to enter the shop and 

evolve their buying behaviour. The outcomes proved that there was connection between customers' buying 

demeanour and in-store form/mannequin display, promotional signage and window brandish. The study also 

provided insights about types of visual merchandising that can influence customers' buying behaviours. Three most 

significant components of visual merchandising namely attractiveness of window brandish, innovative assortments 

and cleanliness and neatness of shop/ shop natural environment have been identified. Hence, Visual merchandising 

has become an important variable in present scenario.
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